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RE: Comments on Proposed Rule 701.3 

Dear Ms. Rupp: 

I am writing on behalf of American Airlines Federal Credit Union (AA Credit Union). AA 
Credit Union has over $4 billion in assets, is the ninth largest credit union in the United 
States and has over 209,000 members. We have members located throughout the United 
States including Hawaii 'and Puerto Rico. I am writing in response to the National Credit 
Union Administration's (NCUA) request for public comment on member inspection of a 
federal credit union's-(FCU)-boob records and minutes. 

Member Ins~ection Rights 

While AA Credit Union agrees that a narrow definition of '%books and records of account" be 
limited to accounting records, we do not agree that a broad interpretation should be given to 
the meaning of "minutes of the proceedings of the credit union's members, board of 
directors, and committees of directors" as proposed. This proposal also includes "any 
summary or recordings of the proceedings and all documents, reports, studies and visional 
aids considered by the meeting participants." 

Such a broad definition of minutes would have a chilling effect on the information that would 
be shared at board or committee meetings. At AA Credit Union, we have various committee 
made up of directors such as Governance, Compensation, Technology and Finance. 
Confidential and sensitive materials are shared at these meetings. For example, at our 
Compensation committee meetings, sensitive team award payouts (variable compensation) 
are discussed. At Governance committee meetings, information is shared about a director's 
paformance as a board director when discussing the slate of directors to be recommended to 
the Board. At Technology meetings, information is shared regarding potential vulnerabilities 
and/or risk 
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assessments. Finally, at Finance committee meetings, due diligence reports are shared aboul 
the assessments of our investments and/or the companies that the Credit Union retains. 

To include these specific types of information in the definition of minutes would stymie the 
sharing of information because of the fear that the information would somehow be used 
against the Credit Union whether it be by a competitor or a disgruntled member. 
Additionally, the regulation could have the unintended effect of encouraging FCUs to be so 
detailed in their minutes to avoid the prospect of litigation. 

The definition of "minutes" instead should be tightened so that only the minutes themselves 
and/or a summary of the minutes are included in this definition. A FCU should have the 
option of determining what type of information to share that meets the request in a petition. 
If the "minutes" definition is kept in its expanded form, credit unions would be encouraged 1 
have legal counsel review all minutes in detail so that "words" could not be twisted in 
meaning. It could also have the unintended effect of doing away with some committees, no1 
putting important details in minutes or board books, having more "off the record" 
conversations and may even force credit unions to abandon certain legitimate practices to 
avoid putting it down in writing. 

Petition for Ins~ection 

Minimum signature requirement 
The requirement that "at least one percent of the credit union's members, with a minimum o 
20 members and a maximum of 250 members" sign a petition should be amended. While w 
agree with the minimum number of members required to sign a petition, we strongly 
recommend that for larger credit unions that the maximum number of members required to 
sign a petition be increased from 250 members to at least one percent of a credit union's 
membership. 

At AA Credit Union, it is very easy for our members to obtain signatures of 500 members 
during the election process. To not require the maximum one percent to sign a petition 
requesting records could potentially create nightmares for larger credit unions in being 
constantly asked to provide various records. By not placing a higher cap on credit unions 
whose membership could easily obtain 250 signatures, it would invite unhappy members to 
constantly harass credit unions for information. 

Additionally, only members in good standing who have been members for at least six month 
should be required to sign the petition. This would alleviate a deluge of new members 
joining for the sole purpose of obtaining information fiom a FCU. Furthermore, members 
who have caused the credit union a loss or employees who were terminated 
should not be entitled to sign a petition. These members due to the nature of their situation 
would already be upset with the FCU and the option of obtaining records to harass or 
embarrass the FCU would be too tempting. 



Petition's particular purpose 
The burden of proof for a credit union to prove that members requesting information is for an 
improper purpose is particularly high. A credit union would have no way of determining 
whether a purpose is improper until it was too late. By that time, the information would have 
already left the FCU and much damage could be done to the FCU. 

Instead, the burden should be shifted to the members to show that the purpose for the request 
of information is legitimate. Even then a member can state any purpose on the petition to 
make it sound legitimate, but truly have an improper reason for requesting the information. 
A petition should also state with what persons or entities the information will be shared or 
given. That way a credit union may know upfiont before they give the information requested 
whether they should object to the petition. 

The purposes for which members can petition for information should be very limited in 
scope. It should be limited to those instances where a credit union is merging with another 
credit union and/or wants to change its charter to a thrift or bank. It appears that in only 
these serious circumstances would a member who is opposed to a merger or conversion stand 
to gain fiom filing a petition because its FCU would no longer exist after it is merged or 
converted. 

The petition should not be used for other purposes such as why a credit union closed a 
branch, why it stopped offering a certain product or for questioning a director's 
qualifications. Members of a credit union already have other means available to them if they 
are not happy with their credit union. They may write a letter to the credit union's president, 
they may join another credit union or financial institution that is offering a better product or 
service or they may nominate another member to be a director as provided in a credit union's 
bylaws. None of these issues threatens the existence of the FCU as would a merger or a 
conversion. Therefore, there is no reason why a petition should be allowed in these 
situations. 

Inspection Procedures 

The NCUA is currently proposing that a credit union respond to a petition w i h  14 days of 
receipt and allow for the inspection or copying of records. The deadline to respond to a 
petition should be extended to at least 30 days up to a maximum of 60 days depending upon 
the list of requested documents. For a credit union to validate signatures, then to review the 
list of requested documents to determine which documents are confidential or which portions 
should be redacted and/or should be objected to and to then make copies and possibly deliver 
the copies of records to a branch that could be located in a different city or state requires 
more time than the proposed 1 4 days. 

Furthermore, in litigation where a request for production of documents is made, it is the 
responding party's responsibility to verify that it is complying with the request and then in 
most cases it usually provides copies of the requested documents. A procedure similar to this 
should be enacted where it is solely up to the FCU to determine if it wants its records 
inspected before being copied, which could prove to be very burdensome. For example, a 



x u  may nor nave avmlaole pnvare spa= ;t:l a uranGn lor a mtmucr rru review vanous 
-ecords before the member decides which documents should be copied or it may not have tl 
nanpower at a branch for a credit union employee to stay with the members while they are 
nspecting records. 

Due to these types of situations, the FCU should be the one to decide how it would like to 
~roduce the records, which could also include just giving members copies of the requested 
mecords without the initial step of providing for inspections. As long as a credit union's 
Sepresentative were able to affllrm that the records were true and accurate, flus should suffic 

Zonfidential Books, Records and Minutes 

t is extremely common for credit unions to have competitive trade secrets. A FCU spends 
ot of money, time and resources developing its strategies and future plans to offer various 
roducts and services to its members and to remain competitive. These trade secrets andlor 
:onfidential materials should not be subject to petition by members. 

iurthermore, the list of exceptions to the defimtion of confidential books, records and 
ninutes should also include those records that are already protected by the attorneylclient 
jrivilege. The attorneylclient privilege is a legal concept that protects communications 
,etween a client and her attorney and keeps those communications confidential. This 
rivilege encourages open and honest communication between clients and attorneys. The 
reposed rule could make it very easy for dissatisfied members andfor third parties to thwar 
his privilege especially where a credit union is preparing for or already in the midst of 
itigation against the members who have signed a petition. A credit union and its counsel 
nust have the option of preserving the attorneylclient privilege. 

nformation about Credit Union Employees or Oficials 
nfonnation about the compensation of credit union employees should be limited to instana 
~f merger or conversion situations where a certain threshold is met in terms of increases in 
ompensation related solely to a merger or a conversion. To require a credit union to list thl 
ompensation of its officers would be a gross invasion of privacy to the officers, which is nc 
vay balanced by a members' right to know. Releasing this type of information would be 
letrimental to all the employees of a credit union. 

Iispute Resolution 

i different mechanism should be allowed for any objections to a petition. While regional 
lirectors have many worthwhile qualities overseeing the safety and soundness of credit 
mions, determining what types of information should be released by a credit union to its 
nembers is not one of them. Regional directors are not judges. They do not have the day-tc 
lay knowledge or experience in making these types of decisions. They may also not have 
he impartiality to decide these issues. Additionally, if a FCU does not agree with a decisio~ 
t must have the right to appeal that decision whether it be to the NCUA board or in a court I 



Tlank you for all of your diligent efforts on this Proposal. While we believe that members 
have a right to know how their credit union is managed, they can already obtain much of th 
information by simply meeting with someone ftom a credit union management team, a boa 
member, asking for the monthly financials, attending annual meetings, attending seminars 
~ffered by their credit union, reviewing the types of products and services that its credit 
union is offering, the loan rates offered and the dividends paid on their accounts. A 
member's need to know must be balanced so that there is no major disruption in a credit 
union's operations and that responding to these petitions do not take away fiom a credit 
union's day to day business of managing a credit union. 

[n the event the NCUA decides to move forward with this Proposal, I strongly recommend 
hat the NCUA review the comments that are received, and then submit another proposal fo 
:omment before any final rules are adopted. 

[ appreciate the opportunity to comment on this matter. 

'resident & CEO 
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